
HELP!...STOP THE EVICTION OF OUR HOME!

El Cambalache URGENTLY needs a PERMANENT HOME!

El Cambalache is a collective that has been supporting thousands of marginalized 
women, girls, non-binary people of all ages and their families for 7 years through our 
solidarity economy. This would not have been possible without our HOME and our 
PRACTICE of creating a moneyless economy.

Currently El Cambalache’s collective space; a place where we insistently make other 
economies possible through moneyless exchanges and barter of food, things and 
knowledge IS AT RISK! This space is the cambalachera community’s home. This is 
especially true for women and non-binary people of all ages; a SAFE SPACE to go without 
using money. It has been our SPACE OF COLLECTIVE ACTION for seven years in the 
neighborhood of Cuxtitali, San Cristobal de Las Casas, Chiapas.

Recently we have been asked to abandon the space that has housed a dream built in 
moneyless exchanges; a place thousands of people have participated over the years as 
members of the collective, bartering in the troje, and offering inter-change of knowledge 
with workshops for the community.

We practice community in the heart of a city and carry out inter-changes without money 
for things, knowledge, skills and mutual aid. Here we have opened the possibility of 
relating with all living beings, WITHOUT HIERARCHY and with SOCIAL JUSTICE.

Faced with the panorama that voracious capitalism offers us, of destruction of the Earth, 
insisting on killing all sources of life, and deciding who can have access to clothing, food, 
housing, health... it becomes NECESSARY AND URGENT to make visible and practice 
OTHER ECONOMIES that exist and persist since our ancestors.

We see the importance of what we do and because we promote it in community, from our
physical and virtual space, we have set ourselves the challenge of OWNING OUR OWN 
HOUSE.

WE NEED YOUR HELP spreading the word and donating, together, with everyone, 
EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE, everything is important and valuable. 

Help El Cambalache move forward so that the collective can continue working in the 
space to making possible another form of social justice economy.

With affection and gratitude.
El Cambalache Collective

Link to the crowdfunding campaign: https://www.gofundme.com/f/stop-the-eviction-of-el-
cambalache?
utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_campaign=p_cf+share-flow-1
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